Abstract-A significant technical challenge in deploying femtocells is controlling the interference from the underlay of femtos onto the overlay of macros. This paper presents a novel interference control method where the macrocell bandwidth is partitioned into subbands, and the short-range femtocell links adaptively allocate their power across the subbands based on a load-spillage power control method. The scheme can improve rate distribution in the macro network while also providing opportunities for short-range communication as well. Moreover, the proposed scheme requires minimal interference coordination communication between the femtos and macros, which is one of the main challenges in femtocell systems. Also, simulations show certain advantages over simpler orthogonalization schemes or power control schemes without subband partitioning. Further modest gains may also be possible with interference cancelation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Femtocells are small wireless access points that are typically installed in a subscriber's premises, but operate in a cellular provider's licensed spectrum. Since femtocells can be manufactured at a very low cost, require minimal network maintenance by the operator and can leverage the subscriber's backhaul, femtocells offer the possibility of expanding cellular capacity at a fraction of the cost of traditional macrocellular deployments. With the surge in demand for wireless data services, femtocells have thus attracted considerable recent attention, both in cellular standards bodies such as the 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Program) [1] - [3] and academic research [4] , [5] .
However, one of the key technical challenges in deploying femtocells is the interference between the underlay of small femtocells and the overlay of comparatively large macrocells [4] , [6] , [7] . This cross-tier interference problem differs from interference problems in traditional macrocellular networks in several important aspects: First, due to restricted association, mobile terminals (called user equipment or UEs in 3GPP terminology) may not be able to connect to a given femtocell even when it provides the closest serving base station. Such restrictions can result in strong interference both from the macro UE transmitter onto the femto uplink and from the femto downlink onto the macro UE receiver. Second, since femtocells are generally not connected directly into the operator's core network, and instead go through the subscriber's private ISP, backhaul signaling for interference coordination is often more limited. In addition, over-the-air signaling may also be difficult due to the power disparities between the femtos and macros, and the large number of femtos per macro. Finally, femtos are usually deployed in an ad hoc manner as opposed to carefully planned deployments in macrocellular networks. Such deployments further degrade interference and also require that any interference coordination be self-configuring and adaptive.
To address these problems, this paper proposes a novel method for macro-femto interference control based on subband scheduling, power control and, if available, interference cancelation. In the proposed method, both the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) bands of the macrocell overlay network are first partitioned into subbands. Using standard fractional frequency reuse (FFR) methods [8] - [11] , the macro transmit power is varied across the subbands to create different reuse patterns and interference conditions in each subband. It is well-known that this subband partitioning can improve the rate distribution in the macro network.
Following the observations of [12] , the basic thesis of this paper is that subband partitioning can also create improved opportunities for femtocell communication as well. Specifically, we argue that, when the macrocell network employs subband partitioning, most femto links will be able to transmit in one or more subbands with minimal interference into the macro network. Moreover, using a load-spillage power control method similar to [13] , we provide a practical method by which femto transmitters can identify the interference effect in each subband and optimize their power distribution across the subbands appropriately.
The key benefit of the proposed method is that it requires minimal cross-tier communication for coordination between the femtos and macros. As discussed above, femto-macro coordination communication is logistically difficult. The proposed load-spillage method avoids such communication entirely and yet is able to achieve significant throughput amongst the femtos with minimal impact on the macros.
A. Previous Work
A general introduction on femtocells, including descriptions of the femto-macro interference problem, can be found in the recent text [14] , as well as several general papers [4] - [7] . To address the femto-macro interference problem, a number of works have considered power control and interference mitigation techniques. In addition to the works above, the paper [15] , for example, studies adaptive attenuation and power control methods for UMTS femtos, while [16] , [17] study more sophisticated power control methods based on distributed utility maximization. These power control methods have the benefit that they can be largely implemented in existing cellular systems, and based on simulations such as the Femto Forum study [18] , appear to work well in a range of circumstances. In addition, power control admits precise analyses. For example, the works [19] - [22] provide analytic expressions for the outage capacity under power control with various cell selection methods.
The contribution of this paper is to combine these femtocell power control methods with two other concepts: subband partitioning and interference cancelation.
Subband partitioning, and the related concept of fractional frequency reuse (FFR), are well-known in the cellular industry. Some early descriptions can be found in [8] , [9] with further analyses for distributed algorithms in [10] , [11] . FFR has attracted considerable recent attention since it is particularly easy to implement in OFDMA systems such as in 3GPP's long-term evolution (LTE) standard [23] .
However, the application of FFR to the femto-macro interference problem considered here requires some modifications. FFR methods such as [8] , [9] employ a static power allocation across the subbands. Static allocations may work well in the macrocellular network where the interference conditions between cell sites are stable. However, short range femto links can have arbitrary and changing locations relative to the macro and thus need adaptive schemes. Several adaptive FFR methods have also been proposed such as [10] , [11] , but would require coordination between the femto and macros in the context of the problem here. As discussed above, this coordination can be logistically difficult. The method proposed here requires no explicit coordination other than the broadcast of the load factors from the macro receivers.
Our proposed method also has benefits over the femtomacro FFR method in [12] . That work uses the same partitioning discussed in Section II, but with the femto assigned to a single subband based on the DL SINR. The method proposed here permits the femto UE or BS to transmit on all subbands simultaneously. Also, the DL SINR metric used in [12] is an indirect measurement that is only statistically correlated to the interference effect of a femto's transmission. This work uses a load-spillage mechanism of [13] to determine the precise interference effect in each subband and allocate the power across the subbands appropriately.
The second main novel component of this paper is interference cancelation (IC) via joint detection of the desired femto signal and interfering macro signal. The theoretical benefits of interference cancelation and joint detection are well-known [24] , [25] . Also, due to improved computational resources, successive IC (SIC) has begun to be implemented in commercial cellular systems for both macrocells [26] , [27] and femtocells [15] . However, for cellular systems, SIC has been generally used in the UL, where power control can be used to shape the receive powers of multiple mobiles with a favorable profile for SIC. What is new here is that we will show that when subband partitioning is performed in the macrolayer, interference conditions will naturally arise such that IC may be used by the short-range links to cancel the interference from the macro. Unfortunately, we only observe gains with joint detection and not with SIC alone.
A full version of this paper can be found in [28] which includes proofs, more detailed discussions and simulations.
II. MACROCELL SUBBAND PARTITIONING
The proposed macro-femto interference control method assumes subband partitioning of the macro overlay network similar to that of Oh et. al. in [12] . In subband partitioning, both the UL and DL bands of the macro overlay network are partitioned into subbands, which are contiguous non-overlapping frequency intervals. For the macro-femto interference control method, we consider the simple subband partitioning shown in Fig. 1 . More general partitions can also be considered.
As shown in the figure, we assume the cell sites in the macrocell network are three way sectorized. Following the 3GPP terminology, we call each sector in the cell site a cell. With this sectorization, we partition both the UL and DL bands into four subbands whose center frequencies denoted f 0 to f 3 . With some abuse of notation, we will use f k to denote the subband as well as its center frequency.
One of the four subbands, f 0 , is reused in every cell, and will be called the reuse 1 subband. This subband will generally serve mobiles who are close to the cell and is thus shown in the figure in the inner circle of the cell site. Each of the remaining subbands -f 1 to f 3 -is used in only one cell per cell site. These subbands will be called the reuse 3 subbands. The reuse 3 subbands are arranged so that neighboring cells do not use the same subbands, so the interference in these subbands is low. These subbands are used to serve the mobiles at the edge of the cell where the mobile would experience high interference if served in the reuse 1 subband.
The basis of subband partitioning is that in any multiuser wireless system, there is a tradeoff between maximizing the bandwidth (which is obtained by reusing the spectrum in different links), or minimizing interference (which is obtained by orthogonalizing bandwidth in different links). Subband partitioning enables this tradeoff to be optimized differently for mobiles depending on their geometry. Consider, for example, the transmissions of two macrocells in Fig. 2 . Macrocell 1 serves two macro UEs, MUE1 and 2, while macrocell 2 serves macro UEs MUE3 and 4. MUE1 and MUE3 are close to their serving cells and thus experience little interference from the other cell. These mobiles can be served in the reuse 1 subband, f 0 , where the full bandwidth of the subband can be reused in both cells. In contrast, MUE2 and 4 are at the cell edge. If served in the same subband, the interference would be high. For these mobiles, the rate may be higher by serving them on orthogonal bandwidths, f 1 and f 2 , which eliminates the interference from the other cell. It is well-known that such subband partitioning can often improve the rate distribution in the macrocellular network: usually the edge of cell mobile rate can be increased with a relatively small loss in rate for the good mobiles. However, what is important for this work is the observation of [12] that subband partitioning also creates improved opportunities for short-range transmissions with minimal interference into the macro network. To see this property, consider again Fig. 2 which also shows three possible locations for short range links, labeled SR1 to 3. For now, ignore the short range links SR4-7 which we will discuss below.
First consider a short-range link, such as SR1, at the macrocell edge (i.e. between the two macrocells). A short range link such as SR1 can operate in the reuse 1 subband, f 0 , in either the UL or DL. For the UL, the short range link is far from either macrocell, so the transmissions should have minimal interference at the macrocell receivers. Also, since the UEs in f 0 are typically close to their cell, they will also be far from SR1. Therefore, transmissions on SR1 in the DL f 0 will also have minimal interference at the macro UEs such as MUE1 and 3. Now consider the cases, such as SR2 or SR3, when the short range links are close to one of the macrocells. In these cases, the short range links can transmit in one of the subbands f 1 or f 2 not being used by the macrocell that it is close to.
In this way, the subband partitioning provides, wherever the short-range link is located, frequency locations on which it can transmit where the interference will be minimal. This property is the basic observation of [12] and will serve as the basis of the proposed femto-macro interference control method here.
III. SUBBAND INTERFERENCE POWER CONTROL
The proposed method combines the above subband partitioning with an adaptive power control method to allocate powers across the subbands to maximize throughput and minimize the effect on the macro receivers. To describe the method precisely suppose that there are K total subbands. Let there be N short-range links denoted SR j , j = 1, . . . , N. We will use the term short-range links, as opposed to femto links, since the method does not require that short-range links using the same technology as the macro.
Assume that in subband k, there are M (k) macro receivers, which we will denote by MRX ik , i = 1, . . . , M(k). In an UL subband, the macro receivers are the macrocell base stations using that subband, and in the DL, the macro receivers are the UEs using that subband. Now let G ijk be the path gain from the short-range transmitter SRTX j to the macro receiver MRX ik in subband k. We will let p jk be the transmit power of SRTX j in subband k, so that the total interference at MRX ik in subband k from all short-range links is
Assume that each short range transmitter, SRTX j , can learn the path gains G ijk to all the macro receivers in all the K subbands. See [28] for a discussion of this assumption. Now let
T be the vector of powers used by SRTX j across the K subbands. The power control problem is for each SRTX j to select the power vector p j to control the interference levels q ik in (1), while maximizing the throughput. There are a large number of distributed methods for this problem [29] . We present a load-spillage method similar to [13] : Each macro receiver MRX ik broadcasts a load factor, denoted s ik > 0, on subband k. Each short range transmitter SRTXj then computes a per subband spillage given by
SRTXj can then select any set of powers p jk subject to
where λ j is some pre-determined positive scalar which we will call the power constraint bound.
To understand the rule (3), observe that the constraint bounds the power p jk precisely when the corresponding spillage r jk is high. The spillage r jk is high when there is some macro receiver MRX ik that is either close to the shortrange transmitter (so that G ijk is large) or the macro receiver broadcasts a high load factor s ik . Thus, the spillage rule (3) will cause the short-range transmitters to allocate power away from subbands where there are close by macro receivers or macro receivers indicating high load.
We can, in fact, mathematically show that under certain simplifying assumptions, the load spillage rule can be optimal. Specifically suppose that, associated with each short-range link j, there is some "utility" U j (p j ) of the powers p j . This utility could be, for example, the rate or some function of the rate. The implicit assumption is that the utility does not depend on the power levels in other short-range links. That is, the interference at the short-range receivers is dominated by the interference from the macro transmissions.
Given such a utility function and power constraint (3), a natural strategy for each short-range transmitter SRTX j is to select the power vector p j to maximize the utility:
subject to (3). In the case when U j (p j ) is the total rate across the K subbands, and the rate is given by the Shannon capacity, this optimization reduces to a standard waterfilling procedure [25] . Whatever the utility function U j (p j ), we can show the following result: Say a selection of power vectors p = {p j , j = 1, . . . , N} is Pareto optimal if any other selection of power vectors that results in a lower interference q ik on on some subband k for some macro receiver MRX ik , or higher utility U j for some short range link SR j , must also result in a higher interference for some other macro receiver or lower utility in some other link. Proof: See [28] . The consequence of the theorem is that the load factors s ik and λ j provide a parametrization of all the Pareto optimal power vectors. Thus, the power vectors obtained for any s ik and λ j are guaranteed to be Pareto optimal. Moreover, by appropriately selecting the parameters, any optimal point can be achieved. Of course, the theorem does not provide a mechanism for selecting the parameters s ik and λ j for a particular Pareto optimal point. See [28] for more details. 
IV. INTERFERENCE CANCELATION
The proposed femto-macro interference control method can also be used in conjunction with interference cancelation (IC) [25] for further throughput gains. To see this, suppose that the short-range receiver has the computational ability to perform IC on the macrocellular signals. Now return again Fig. 2 and consider first the short range links SR4 and SR5. SR4, being close to macrocell 1, will receive the DL signal on f 1 strongly. Also, the signal on that subband will typically be at low rate since it is intended for an edge of cell mobile, MUE2. Thus, with a high probability, the receiver on SR4 will be able to jointly decode and cancel the interfering signal from macrocell 1 while receiving the signal from its desired transmitter. Similarly, the receiver SR5 can perform IC with high likelihood on the DL signal from macrocell 2 on f 2 . Now for the UL, consider short-range links SR 6 and 7. These links are close to the macro UEs, MUE 2 and 3. Since MUE 2 and 3 are far from their serving macrocell, they will likely transmit at a low rate, and thus can be canceled by the nearby short range receivers.
In this way, we see that when the short range link receivers are capable of IC, with high likelihood, the interference cancelation may be able to remove interference in a number of the subbands. Moreover, IC can be performed entirely opportunistically in that the macro does not need to change its scheduler policy at all, or even be aware of the short-range links. The regular operation of the macro under the subband partitioning will naturally open up possibilities where IC can be used.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The method was evaluated under a simulation model similar to Femto Forum interference management study in [18] . The parameters of the simulation are shown in Table I with path loss models in Table II . Further details are provided in [28] . The macro network consists of ideal hexagonal cell sites. The bandwidth is partitioned into reuse 1 and reuse 3 subbands as described in Section II, with a fraction 0.5 of the bandwidth allocated to the reuse 1 subband. Macro UEs and femto links are distributed uniformly with a average density of 10 macro UEs and 10 femto links per cell. The macro cell radius is 500m and the femto link distance are 20m. The power constraint bound λ j in the algorithm are fixed at unity. The load factors s ik are adjusted in an iterative algorithm to maintain a constant noise rise at the macro receivers.
The resulting distribution of the DL and UL rates of the femto links after the final iteration of the load-spillage algorithm are shown in Fig. 3 . The curves labeled "subband" are the CDFs without interference cancelation, while "subband+JD" includes IC via joint detection of the desired femto signal and interfering macro signal.
The curves show that the load-spillage algorithm is able to deliver a large rate to a substantial fraction of the femto links. For example, in the DL, the femto links achieve a median spectral efficiency of approximately 2.6 bps/Hz without IC and 2.7 bps/Hz with IC. Moreover, the loss in macro rate due to femto interference is small. Although not shown in the figure, the decrease in the macro rate observed in the simulation was 4.9%. Similarly, in the UL, the femto links were able to achieve median spectral efficiencies of approximately 1.3 bps/Hz without IC and 1.5 bps/Hz with IC. The loss in the macro rate was somewhat higher at 6.2%, but still small. We can therefore conclude that subband scheduling in the macro combined with the load-spillage power control in the femto can enable a large rate for many femto links with minimal effect in the macro. Fig. 3 also shows a comparison of the proposed method to simple orthogonalization (labeled "orthog") and reuse 1 power control without subband partitioning (labeled "no subband"). Details of the comparison are given in [28] . We see that the proposed method significantly outperforms simple orthogonalization and -in the UL -offers significant gains over reuse 1 with no subband partitioning as well. In the DL, the proposed method reduces the rate variation.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that subband partitioning of the macrocell, in addition to being beneficial to the rate distribution in the macrocell network, may offer significant opportunities for simultaneous short-range communication in the same band as the macro. The key idea to realize this potential rate is for the short-range transmitters to estimate the path losses to the macro receivers and to then perform some optimal power allocation across the subbands based on the path loss estimates. In the simulation scenario considered here, the proposed method offers significantly greater rates than simple orthogonalization between the femto and macros. The proposed method also appears to outperform reuse 1 without subband partitioning in the UL. In the DL, the proposed method has a similar median rate, but shows less rate variations. Further gains are also possible with interference cancelation in the DL, but requires joint detection and not SIC alone. The gains in the UL for IC (even with joint detection) are small.
A benefit of the proposed strategy is that the short-range communication can be achieved entirely "under the radar" of the macrocell, in that there is no need for any explicit communication between the macros and short-range links. The only requirements are that the short-range transmitters must estimate the path losses to the macro receivers, the macro receivers must estimate the aggregate interference rise from the short-range links and broadcast certain load factors. The fact that the short-range communication can share the band with minimal coordination may also be useful in other scenarios such as cognitive radios where the primary user needs operate without coordination with potential secondary users.
Further simulations are however needed. Most importantly, the current simulations have assumed perfect knowledge of the path losses and full buffer traffic without any dynamics. We have also not explicitly modeled the overhead for the signals to estimate the path losses.
